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Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Recent Arrival! To Protect Your Safety, we are currently offering Home Services: Virtual
Tour of Vehicle: We will use live interactive video chat to give you a virtual walk around of any
vehicle we have in stock. Test Drive at Home: We will bring the vehicle to your home for a
no-obligation test drive. Local Home Delivery: If you buy a vehicle, over the phone, email, text.
We will deliver the vehicle to your home or a place of your choosing. Your safety is our Top
Priority. We are constantly sanitizing our vehicles, offices, showroom, etc. Our delivery drivers
will sanitize the vehicle before taking it to you. If you require additional safeguards, please
reach out to our team. Edd Rogers Valley Ford has been serving the local community for over
25 years!! We are a conveniently located Sparta, Tennessee Ford dealership that serves drivers
in the Cookeville and Crossville areas. Our business has been family owned and operated since
, and we invite you to experience our high level of customer service today! If you don't see the
vehicle you are interested in, please call us and we may have the vehicle you are looking for
within 72 hours. The number to best reach us is We look forward to hearing from you! This is
true regardless of whether you're here to test drive a new Toyota or used car, get an estimate on
your car, secure auto financing, or figure out exactly what auto part you need. We have used
cars from some of today's top manufacturers and all of our used cars go through a vigorous
inspection before hitting the lot. Come take a test drive today! Price does not include a charge
for 0. Not all sales at MSRP. This fun to drive vehicle is V8, 5. Come on down to our W Colfax
Ave, Lakewood location today to test drive and make an offer on your next vehicle. We are
family owned and operated business for over 25 years with multiple locations across Colorado.
Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our Lakewood Location This family
SUV is V8, 5. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo dealership today to test drive and make
an offer on your next vehicle. We are family owned and operated for over 25 years with multiple
locations across Colorado. Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location Odometer is miles below market
average! Mike Habas at Visit -- online. Battery replaced. Warranty only applicable to vehicles
that are not certified by a manufacturer. A copy of the warranty is available for review at the
dealership. Prices do not include government fees, taxes, any finance charges, any dealer
document processing charge, any electronic filing charge, or any emission testing charge.
Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Powered by a 5. Our Rear Wheel Drive
SUV delivers nearly 20mpg on the highway while turning heads with inch wheels, a sunroof,
running boards, and fog lights. As you slide inside this stunning Yukon, you will find tri-zone air
conditioning, keyless entry, cruise control, and a premium Bose audio system with a 6-disc CD
changer, Bluetooth, available satellite radio, and rear-seat audio controls. In case that wasn't
enough, you will enjoy every mile you take with the full-color navigation leading the way and
head-rest mounted DVD screens to keep your back seat passengers quiet and content! Our
GMC comes with a long list of standard safety features you will appreciate such as Ultrasonic
rear parking assist, four-wheel ABS, traction control, power-adjustable pedals, and plenty of
airbags. Print this page and call us Now We have all types of financing based on your credit
worthiness. We guarantee your experience will be present, our sales staff is on salary to
eliminate haggling and to make the customers buying experience a great one. Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Come in to
schedule your test drive today! Mid Atlantic Truck Center. We are located on Highway 41 and
Walnut, right next to the Lloyd Expressway. Our premium used vehicles are put through an
extensive inspection before hitting our lot. Because of this, we are able to offer a day warranty
on all used vehicles, unless clearly offered as-is. We also offer extended warranties, additional
protection plans and offer a free to you CarFax vehicle history report. We have a large selection
of all makes and models, all in one location. Including a large selection of used trucks for sale.
Looking to sell your current vehicle? We buy cars for cash. We are excited to offer this GMC
Yukon. With exceptional power, towing and handling, this SUV can handle anything thrown at it.
Beautiful color combination with Summit White exterior over Ebony interior making this the one
to own! This is about the time when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the
one's to tell you, it is absolutely true. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for
more information. You can customize your content with audio, weather and more. Reference
Mobile devices manual to confirm what type of battery it uses. See "gmtotalconnect. Just
minutes away! Auto Boutique is proud to offer excellent, pre-owned vehicles. With our no
haggle pricing policy you can be sure you're getting the best deal possible on every car as they
already discounted and thousands below market value. Buying a car from us is easy. Give us a
call to confirm if we are partnered with your lender. Visit our web site to fill out an application

for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering Auto Boutique for your next vehicle
purchase. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. All 2, Listings. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 2, Cylinders 8 cylinders 2, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Not provided. Check
Availability. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I
bought this truck from my brother as his lease expired. This has been the best truck I ever
owned. I will keep this truck till the wheels fall off, then I'll put new ones on. It is reliable even
with , miles on it,only basic maintance needed so far. Thank you GMC for this terrific truck. Sign
Up. This truck was not a mud truck, nor suspension jacked to the moon, etc. Everything was
done professionally to bring this truck back to current condition and it simply is an extremely
nice truck, very rare with this Gun Metal Gray Color! These don't come around often in this
condition. Look at the photos. The interior was mostly gutted and redone from scratch, the
exterior was completely redone including paint, new front grille, suspension leveling, new tires
and rims, new trim and moldings, even stickers and decals. While this truck is from , it shows
and runs like it is a brand new truck! This is an 21 year old truck. These trucks are solid and will
last forever. They are made out of steel, not plastic, and are very safe because of it! I brought
this truck up to date on all mechanical including new power and functional items and it rides
and drives terrific. Most of this truck is new because most everything was updated as you can
see in the list above! Aftermarket parts are the rims and Custom made Seat Covers only and
previous speaker system. The headliner was not replaced and does have a couple nicks here
and there but I did not see that as a big deal. If you want that replaced to new, I can have that
done for you for an additional charge. The door panels were not replaced but brought up to
speed with new attachments, clips, and paint. Dash has a couple of hairline cracks, not a biggie
and in no need of replacement. The rims are not new maybe 18 months old best I can figure and
have minor imperfections but as you can see in the pictures, it is hardly noticeable. I am
missing one small trim piece by the passenger door hides carpet edge only about inches in
length only because I could not find that piece in our area. That piece is purely cosmetic and so
easy to pop on and might cost 50 Cents. The aftermarket window tint in the rear is scratched as
I did not replace that it was installed by previous owner. The truck had an aftermarket radio in it
that did not work. I pulled that radio out and left the opening for the new owner to install and
personalize what stereo system they choose to put in there. My theory is why put something in
the truck a new owner may wish they were not paying for and would personalize anyway. I did
leave all the monster cable and wiring to the speaker systems in place. The Installed Speaker
systems are nice and expensive, aftermarket equipment. This is a Really Nice Truck. Most folks
are shocked at how nice my trucks are, this one took a lot of time and money, and it shows.
Lastly, The truck is for sale locally and I reserve the right to end this auction early should it sell
before auction ends. Please bid strong, this is an exceptional truck like no other. The guys
behind Motor Trend's monthly Roadkill series have collected nine of their favorite project cars
from their videos and pitted them against each other in a battle royale to determine a winner. It's
44 minutes long, but it's completely worth the investment of time. The cars run the gamut from a
Chevrolet Ramp Truck, a AMC Pacer and a legitimately impressive Chevy Camaro, and they are
pitted against each other to see which is the fastest around an autocross course. It's
reminiscent of the best episodes of Top Gear and worth a watch. So it's the weekend - the
perfect time to relax. Grab your preferred beverage, get comfortable and enjoy 44 minutes of
some seriously ratty but utterly cool project cars as they are throttled within an inch of their
lives or past it. Scroll down to check out the video. Aside from the new General Motors
offerings, there's not a whole lot of action going on in the fullsize SUV segment. That doesn't
seem to be stopping GM from pushing the envelope in the market as Automotive News is
reporting that the automaker is looking to introduce some new powertrain options into the
Chevy Tahoe and Suburban , GMC Yukon and Yukon XL and the Cadillac Escalade - all have
been redesigned for the model year. Now, we already know that GM and Ford are collaborating
on nine- and ten-speed transmissions for a broad range of applications including the big SUVs ,
but this new report says that GM is also considering other options as a way to one-up the
competition and, of course, to optimize fuel economy. AN quotes Jeff Luke, executive chief
engineer for GM trucks, as saying that "interesting powertrain technologies" are coming
including a return of a hybrid SUV and possibly even a diesel engine. Although it sounds like
the latter could come down to how customers respond to the Jeep Grand Cherokee EcoDiesel.
According to General Motors, owners "just love off-roading with [its fullsize body-on-frame
sport utility vehicles]," namely the Chevrolet Tahoe and Suburban and GMC Yukon. If that's the
case, it's a bit odd that sales of the previous generation of these models with the Z71 off-road

package didn't sell particularly well. Perhaps, considering this disconnect between owner's
thoughts and desires with actual sales, it's not surprising that General Motors is reportedly
"considering" an off-road specific model. That means the package would include styling
changes and badges along with suspension modifications and larger wheels with appropriately
sized fender flares. There's no indication if the off-road model would be called Z71 or when it
may potentially go on sale, assuming it ever goes on sale at all. Here is a Walk Around Video
Pardon the sound, a summer storm was whipping the wind around while filming. All Rights
Reserved. Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

